
Index

100% campaigns of trade unions 485–8

abroad, working see working abroad

absence from work and continuity of

employment 181–3

adoption leave 382–3

Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service

(ACAS)

arbitration role 27, 710–13

Code of Practice 1 Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedures (2009) 834, 836,

838

Code of Practice on Time Off for Trade

Union Duties and Activities 578, 583,

585, 587, 589, 635, 636

conciliation role 26–7, 709–10

age

direct discrimination 323

as protected characteristic 314

agency workers 215–22

flexibility of 178

agreed terminations 815–18

alcohol and drugs testing 424–5

annual leave 286–9

unused 294–5

ante-natal care, time off for 376

appearance, discrimination due to 328–30,

331, 443–4

Apple 72

arbitrariness in remuneration 140–1

arbitration 27–8, 710–13

associated employers 212–14

authority

arbitrariness in remuneration 140–1

confidentiality of information 148–50,

153–4

hierarchy

good faith 139–40

legal construction of 131–6

management 133–6

lawfulness 150–3

loyalty, duty of 146–8

mutual trust and confidence 136–43

performance in good faith 143–5

Bain, G. S. 571–2

bankruptcy and redundancies 884–90

bargaining units 562–4

Belarus 56–7

beliefs see religion

blacklisting 453–6, 459

BMW, Cowley 865

Bogg, Alan 538

Bridlington Principles 518

British American Tobacco 78–9

British National Party (BNP) 436, 521–2

business reorganisation see redundancies

business risk test 191

business transfers 615, 888

Cable & Wireless plc 564, 574–7

Cadbury (takeover by Kraft) 597

Canada 544

capital markets and redundancies 858

Carley, M. 603, 604

caste discrimination 315

casual workers

and common law tests 192–3

continuity of service, lack of 178

contracts of employment 114–15, 177–8

exclusion from statutory protection 177

fixed-term contracts 177–8

intermittent work for same employer 178–9

legal position of 178–9
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casual workers (cont.)

transmutation of fixed-term contracts

183–4

umbrella contracts 179–81

Central Arbitration Committee (CAC) 27

Certification Officer 33, 494, 504, 509, 513–14,

531–3

check-off arrangements 583–4

child labour 54

Churchill, Winston 248–9

civil liberties

freedom of expression 433–44

privacy 415–28

purpose of Human Rights Act 1998 408–9

religion, freedom of 429–33

civil partnerships as protected characteristic

314–15

closed shops 478–83

clothing, discrimination due to 328–30, 331

co-operate, duty to 143–5

codes of conduct 72–3
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ACAS Code of Practice on Time Off for

Trade Union Duties and Activities 578,

583, 585, 587, 589

Code of Practice on Employment 320,

339–40, 347, 348–9

Code of Practice on Race Equality and

Employment 336

Industrial Action Ballots and Notice to

Employers 679

Information Commissioner’s Employment

Practices Data Protection Code 423–4

Picketing 752–3, 754

collective action

right to 86–7

see also liability for collective action;

strike(s)

collective agreements

consultation 628–9

content of 123

in contracts of employment 123–30

employees, enforcement by 125–8

employers, enforcement by 128–30

legal effects of 124, 130

OECD Guidelines for Multinational

Enterprises 77

parental leave 386–7

peace obligation 128–30

and redundancies 126

staffing levels 127–8

and trade unions 448

transnational corporations 73

variation of contracts of employment by

166–9

withdrawal of employers from 168–9

working abroad 62

Working Time Directive 300–2

Working Time Regulations 302–4

collective bargaining

admissibility 561, 562

applicability 559–60

ballots 565–70

bargaining units 562–4

Cable & Wireless plc 564, 574–7

check-off arrangements 583–4

Council of Europe, Social Charter 542–4

decentralisation 547–50

derecognition, resistance to 555–8, 574

in different countries 544–5, 546

East Lindsey oil refinery dispute 549–50

employer resistance 570–7

example agreement 552–6

facilities for 577–84

formality/informality of arrangements

551–6

and freedom of association 539

and human rights obligations 546, 591

ILO conventions 539–42

information for, rights to 562, 584–90

law, role of in 538–9

learning representatives 580

majority support 565–70

News International 571–4

regulatory model 545

as regulatory standard 18–21

representational model 545–7

right to 85–6

right to be accompanied 557–8

state, role of 547–8

statutory procedures for recognition 558–64

unfair practices 568–70

voluntary recognition arrangements 550–8

collective laissez faire ideology 9–10, 24

Colombia 56

Committee of Experts on the Application of

Standards 50–1

common law

contracts of employment 94–5

strike, right to 664–7

withholding pay at 233–7

wrongful dismissal 765–70
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comparator problem in discrimination

326–8

competition

anti-competition clauses in employment

contracts 154–7

working abroad 62–3

concession bargaining 166–9

conciliation 26–7, 709–10, 739–40

conditions of service for agency workers

215–17

confidentiality

blacklisting databases 456

confidential records 420–4

of information 153–4

conflict in the workplace, sources of 22–4

constructive dismissal 810–12

consultation

conclusion of 618–19

Council of Europe, Social Charter 595

effectiveness of in UK 595

employee representatives 614–16, 634–6

employer avoidance, resistance to 598–600

enforcement 651–3

enforcement of duty to 621–4

enforcing employers’ obligations 632–4

European law 595–609

European Works Councils 604–9, 638–53

general obligations 600–2

ICE regulations, issues with 625–38

impact of Directive 602–4

implementation of Directive 636–8

introduction of rights 594

levels of obligation 604

manner and form of 617–18

negotiated agreements 630–2, 644–7

obligations outside labour law 653–4

OECD Guidelines for Multinational

Enterprises 77

pre-existing agreements 628–9

procedures 624–38

process of 616–19

purpose of 617

redundancies 597–600, 609–21, 622–3, 624,

878–9

as resembling negotiation 594–5

special circumstances 619–21

Special Negotiating Bodies (SNBs) 642–4

specific duties 596–8

subsidiary requirements 647–9

timing of 616–17, 618–19

trade unions’ rights 654–5

workers’ representatives 649–51

workplaces applicable to 594

Consulting Association 453–6

continuity of employment

associated employers 213

casual workers’ lack of 178, 181–3

unfair dismissal 802–5

contracts of employment

access to employers’ documents 112–13

agency workers, lack of for 217–18

between agency workers and agencies 219

associated employers 212–14

avoidance of regulation by changing 189

breach of and summary dismissal 777–9

casual workers 114–15

changes to jobs 169–71

classification of 187–8

and collective agreements 123–30, 166–7

common law 94–5

confidentiality clauses 148–50, 154–7

contracts of service 93–4

contracts of service/contracts for services

189–94

criticisms of 98–103

disclosure of terms of employment 109–16

disobedience as breach of 132

enforcement of 162–3

exclusion clauses 117–18

expectations of each party 99–101

express terms 105–9

features of 6–7

fixed-term contracts 177–8, 183–4

flexibility

employees’ needs for 161

lack of in 158

and variation clauses 171–7

flexibility clauses in 873–4

freedom of contract 93–4

freelance workers 114–15

frustration of 812–15

gagging clauses 442

garden leave clauses 155, 245–6

hierarchical features of 131–3

Human Rights Act 1998 409, 410

implied duty of disclosure 115–16

implied terms of 96–7, 135–6, 145

loyalty, duty of 146–8

mutual trust and confidence 136–43, 171,

175

performance in good faith 143–5

provision of instruction 170–1
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contracts of employment (cont.)

reasonable notice 770–1

use of to contradict express terms 175–6

indefinite, as declining in use 159–60

legal controls over changes to 160–1

liability for collective action 732

maternity leave 377

mobility clauses 874

and organisational rules 119–22, 174

part-time workers 403–5

performance-related 232, 243

personal performance of work 207–8

personal work contracts 206–10, 211–12

power relations 95–6, 98–9

psychological contract 102–3

reasonableness of employers in changing

164–5

and redundancies 126

relations between workers 101–2

rules stated in 99

sex equality clauses 360–1

sham contracts 194–6

small print 116–19

sources of rules of employment 103–4

staffing levels 127–8

standard form of 105–9

standard model 95–8

strikes as breach of 664

subordination, condition of 131–2

temporary workers 114–15, 177–8

time-service 232, 243

and tort, tax and social security law 98

trade unions 103

triangular arrangements 201–2

umbrella contracts 179–81, 199–200

and unfair dismissal 801–2

unilateral variation of terms 162–6

unpaid work 206–7

variation by collective agreement 166–9

variations of in business transfers 897–9

working abroad 57–8

working time 268

written statements of particulars 110–15,

268

wrongful dismissal 765–8, 793–6

contracts of service 93–4

control test 191, 192

Cook, Robin 469

corporate rescue of companies 888–90, 895–6

Council of Europe, Social Charter

closed shops 481, 482

collective bargaining 542–4

consultation rights 595

minimum wage 248

strike, right to 661

unofficial action 746

working time 273

wrongful dismissal 763, 764–5

Countouris, N. 722–3

Court of Justice of the European Union

(CJEU) 13

courts

and dispute resolution 25–35

and trade union supervision 533–4

damages following discrimination 367–9

data protection 421–4, 456

Declaration of Fundamental Principles and

Rights at Work of 1998 54–5

deductions for incomplete/unsatisfactory work

233–42

deferred pay 292–4

dependent entrepreneurs 197–200, 203–5

direct discrimination 322–31

disability

comparator problem 328

defined 315–18

direct discrimination 323

discrimination arising from 349–50

as protected characteristic 314

reasonable adjustments, duty to make 346–9

disciplinary procedures

and contracts of employment 126

contractual 789–93

right to representation 787–9

suspension of employees 245

wrongful dismissal 786–93

see also unfair dismissal; wrongful

dismissal

disciplinary rules and wrongful dismissal

793–6

disclosure of terms of employment 109–16

implied duty of 115–16

discrimination

age 314

direct discrimination 323

agency workers 218–19

appearance and clothing 328–30, 331

Article 14 ECHR anti-discrimination

principle 414–15

association/perception as basis for 323–5

blacklisting 453–9
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burden of proof 366–7

caste 315

comparator problem 326–8

damages 367–9

direct 322, 331

disability 314

defined 315–18

direct discrimination 323

discrimination arising from 349–50

reasonable adjustments, duty to make

346–9

establishing a claim 365–7

exceptions to prohibitions 352–60

faith schools 358–9

freedom of association 459–68

gender reassignment 314

direct discrimination 323

general occupational requirements 352–60

harassment 322, 341–3, 351

indirect 331–7

intention and motivation 325

justification of 322, 334–7

by managers/other staff 365–6

marriage/civil partnerships 314–15

maternity leave 315

multiple 337–8

part-time workers 398–405

positive action 338–41

pregnancy 315

pregnancy/maternity leave 374–5

prohibited 350–2

race 315, 319–20

religion 315, 320–1

remedies 367–9

self-employed people and the law on 208–10

sexual orientation 328

tax evasion, participation in 153

victimisation 343–6, 351

dismissal

due to pregnancy/maternity leave 372–3

liability for collective action 731–7

maternity leave 377

remuneration claims 241–2

service companies 214

whistleblowing 438–9

see also unfair dismissal; wrongful dismissal

dispute resolution

in the courts 25–35

and written particulars of employment

113–14

disputes in the workplace, sources of 22–4

doctors, junior 297

domestic workers, migrant 67–72

Donovan Commission 479–80

down-sizing see redundancies

dress codes 443–4

drugs and alcohol testing 424–5

East Lindsey oil refinery dispute 549–50,

712–13

economic dismissal see redundancies

economic reality test 191

emergency leave 390–3

employability of employees 246

employees

conflicts of interest between 23–4

definition of 186

issues in defining 189–94

meaning of term 200–1

as preferential creditors 885–6

scope of employees’ duties 235–6

employers

associated 212–14

identifying in redundancy situations

609–10

service companies 214–15

employment

continuity of 178, 181–3, 213, 802–5

contracts see contracts of employment

disclosure of terms of 109–16

importance of 5

minimum wage, impact of 262–4

need for special regulation 7

non-standard jobs 159–60

refusal of 449–53

security of 37, 859, 868–9

sources of rules of 103–4

Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT) 31, 34–5

employment relationship

and remuneration 232–3

structural features of 22–3

use and meaning of term 201

employment rights

illegal instructions from employers 152–3

migrant domestic workers 71

temporary/casual workers’ lack of 178–9

employment tribunals

changes in employment contracts 164

outcomes of 28

remuneration claims 242

role and procedures of 28–32

time limits 367
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employment tribunals (cont.)

trade union membership cases 464

written particulars of employment 113–14,

115

Equal Opportunities Review 213,

‘Compensation Awards 2010’ 368–9

equal pay law 209

equality

of opportunity 39

in pay 360–5

protected characteristics 314–15

sex equality clauses 360–1

see also discrimination

Ethical Trade Initiative (ETI) 75

European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)

Article 14 ECHR, interpretation of 414

influence of 412–14

strike, right to 661–2, 663

European Court of Justice, Viking Line case

83–4

European law

anti-discrimination principle 153

consultation rights 595–609

employment law 11–16

employment relationship 201

personal scope of labour law 224–5

redundancies, motivation for interest in

860

workers, definition of 205–6

working time 268–9

European Union

categories of labour law issues 11–12

Directives 12–13

effect of 14–16

employment law 11–16

Generalised System of Preferences (GSP)

55–6

indirect discrimination definition

333

Regulations 14

Social Dialogue procedure 12

social dimension to law of 15–16

Social Rights Committee 482–3

working time

EU/ILO conflict 270–1

EU/ILO cooperation 271–3

European Works Councils 604–9, 638–53

fair shares agreements 485–6, 488

Fairness at Work (white paper) 737

fairness test 818–33

faith schools 358–9

family life see work/life balance

fidelity see loyalty, duty of

fixed-term contracts 177–8, 183–4, 807–8

flag-of-convenience cases 81, 82, 83–4

flexibility

agency workers 178

changes to jobs 169–71

contracts of employment

employees’ needs for in 161

enforcement of 162–3

flexibility and variation clauses 171–7

lack of in 158

legal controls over 160–1

unilateral variation of terms 162–6

variation by collective agreement 166–9

flexibility clauses in employment contracts

873–4

functional 159

move towards in labour market 35–7

need for by employers 158

numerical 159

temporary/casual workers 177–84

types of 159

wages 159

flexible working, right to request 393–8

forced labour of migrant domestic workers

67–71

Ford, Michael 419–20

France 478

Freedland, Mark 97, 722–3

freedom of association

autonomy of trade unions

constitutional conflicts 504–6

constitutional constraints 502–4

defining unions 493–4

disciplinary decisions 530–1

disciplinary procedures 524–9

exclusion/expulsion from unions

518–23

legal status of unions 494–5

legislation as threat to 491–2

listing of unions 494

members’ rights 511–18

objects of trade unions 495–501

paradoxical, regulation as 536

political parties, membership of 521–3

principle of 491

public policy changes towards unions

535

rule-books 491, 504–6
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strike, right not to 514–18

structure and governance of unions 501–6

supervision of trade unions 531–5

blacklisting 453–6, 459

and collective bargaining 539

Declaration of Fundamental Principles and

Rights at Work of 1998 54

dimensions of 448

discrimination 459–68

future developments 489

ILO conventions 49

International Labour Organization (ILO)

51–2

OECD Guidelines for Multinational

Enterprises 76–7

refusal of employment 449–53

remedies 474–8

right not to join a union 478–83

trade unionists 54

use of union service and representation

464–7

victimisation of workers’ representatives

469–78

Freedom of Association Committee 659–60

freedom of contract 93–4

European countries 224–5

and personal scope of labour law 224

freedom of expression

dress codes 443–4

political activities 435–8

rights 433–4

social networks 434–5

whistleblowing 438–43

freelance workers

anti-discrimination laws 208–10

contracts of employment 114–15

as dependent entrepreneurs 197–200

issues in defining 189–94

and sham contracts 194–6

workers, not defined as 203–5

fringe benefits, compensation for on dismissal

774–7

frustration of contracts of employment

812–15

functional flexibility 159

G4S 72–3, 75, 78

gagging clauses 442

Gangmasters Licensing Authority (GLA) 65–6,

221

garden leave clauses 155, 245–6

gender reassignment 314

direct discrimination 323

as protected characteristic 314

Generalised System of Preferences (GSP)

55–6

genetic testing 424–5

Georgia Pacific 646–7

Germany 478

and Working Time Directive 276–7

Gernigon, B. 659, 660

global framework agreements 74–5, 85

global union federations (GUFs) 81–2, 493–4

globalisation of labour

challenge of regulating 46–7

forced labour 67–71

global labour law 84–7

illustration of 46–7

ILO Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair

Globalisation 88–9

international standards 47–52

labour standards in trade agreements

54–5

posted workers 60–3

precarious employment 63–6, 67

Ruggie Initiative 89–90

social clause in trade agreements 52–5

supervision by ILO 50–2

trade incentives to improve labour standards

55–6

trade unions, global 80–4

working abroad 57–63

see also transnational corporations

good faith 139–40, 235–6

performance in 143–5

Goodyear 598

Gospel, H. 590

grievance procedures and contracts of

employment 126

guarantee of payment 163

Guido, H. 659, 660

Hall, M. 603, 604

harassment 322, 341–3, 351

health and safety

illegal instructions concerning 150–1

regulation of 21–2

scope of law 187

Health and Safety Executive, role of re.

working time 304–5

Hendy, J. 702

Hepple, B. A. 73
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hierarchy

legal construction of 131–6

management 133–6

holiday pay 289–92, 306–7

deferred pay 292–4

home working 255–6

Hudson, Keri 252

human resources management (HRM) 134–6

human rights

Article 14 ECHR anti-discrimination

principle 414–15

as basis of labour law 8

and collective bargaining 546, 591

European Court of Human Rights, influence

of 412–14

indirect effects of Human Rights Act 1998

409–12

migrant domestic workers 67–71

purpose of Human Rights Act 1998 408–9

Ruggie Initiative 89–90

strike, right to 696–702

Iceland, paternity leave in 384

implied duty of disclosure 115–16

incomplete work, deductions for 233–42

independent contractors

anti-discrimination laws 208–10

as dependent entrepreneurs 197–200

issues in defining 189–94

and sham contracts 194–6

workers, not defined as 203–5

indirect discrimination 331–7

industrial disputes see strike(s)

information

for collective bargaining, rights to 562,

584–90

confidentiality of 150

rights to

consultation process 616–19

Council of Europe, Social Charter 595

effectiveness of in UK 595

employee representatives 614–16, 634–6

employer avoidance, resistance to

598–600

enforcement 651–3

enforcement of duty to consult 621–4

enforcing employers’ obligations 632–4

European law 595–609

European Works Councils 604–9,

638–53

general obligations 600–2

ICE regulations, issues with 625–38

impact of Directive 602–4

implementation of Directive 636–8

introduction of 594

levels of obligation 604

manner and form of consultation

617–18

negotiated agreements 630–2, 644–7

obligations outside labour law 653–4

pre-existing agreements 628–9

procedures 624–38

purpose of consultation 617

redundancies, collective 609–21, 622–3,

624

as resembling negotiation 594–5

special circumstances 619–21

Special Negotiating Bodies (SNBs) 642–4

specific duties 596–8

subsidiary requirements 647–9

timing of consultation 616–17, 618–19

trade unions’ rights 654–5

workers’ representatives 649–51

workplaces applicable to 594

Information Commissioner 423, 453

injunctions

enforcing 726–31

interim 713–16

labour 33–4, 713–24

springboard 148

against trade unions 724–31

against wrongful dismissal 796–9

insolvency and redundancies 884–90

interim injunctions 713–16

internal labour markets, decline of 230–1

International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights 55

International Covenant on Economic, Social

and Cultural Rights 55

International Labour Organization (ILO)

conventions 48–50, 55–6

Declaration of Fundamental Principles and

Rights at Work of 1998 54–5

and freedom of association 51–2

purpose of 47–8

strike, right to 659–61

supervision by 50–2

working time

EU/ILO conflict 270–1

EU/ILO cooperation 271–3

working time, conventions regarding 269

international law and the closed shop 481–3
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international standards 47–52

collective bargaining 539–42

and EU/domestic law re working time

268–9

influence of ECtHR 413–14

strike, right to 658–63

working time 268–73

International Trade Union Confederation

(ITUC) 81, 82

International Transport Workers’ Federation

(ITF) 81, 82

internships 206–7, 251–2

Ireland 544–5

irrationality in remuneration 140–1

Italy 544

job specifications 869–73

junior doctors 297

just and equitable compensation 850

justification of discrimination 322, 334–7

justified summary dismissal 777–9

Kahn-Freund, O. 9–10, 124–5, 131–2

Kerr, Ian 456

Klare, Karl 443–4

Kraft (takeover of Cadbury) 597

labour injunctions 33–4, 713–24

labour law

aims of 4

codes of practice 21

collective bargaining 18–21 (see also

collective bargaining)

as collective laissez faire 9–10

compliance with 16–21

contemporary debates on 35–44

effectiveness of 21–2

European Union law 11–16

flexibility, move towards in labour market

35–7 (see also flexibility)

global 84–7 (see also globalisation of labour)

globalisation 43–4 (see also globalisation of

labour)

human rights as basis of 8, 42–3 (see also

human rights)

individual civil claims 17–18

licensing schemes 21

nature of 4–8

need for 7

regulatory standards 17

rethinking, need for 39–41

security of employment 37

significance of 5–6

social exclusion 39

sources of workplace conflict 22–4

trade unions, need to understand role of 7–8

United Kingdom 9–11

voice at work 41–2 (see also consultation)

vulnerable workers 38 (see also casual

workers)

work/life balance 42 (see also work/life

balance)

labour market

flexibility, move towards in 35–7

impact of legislation 861–2

internal, decline of 230–1

minimum wage, impact of 262–4

transparency in 109–16

Labour Party, trade union financing of

498–9

laissez faire ideology 9–10, 24

last in, first out principle 126

lawfulness 150–3

leave

annual 286–9

remuneration during periods of 289–92

unused 294–5

levels, staffing and contracts of employment

127–8

liability for collective action

arbitration 710–13

conciliation 709–10

contracts of employment 732

damages 729–31

discipline and dismissal 731–7

essential services 751–4

labour injunctions 713–24

prohibited industrial action 748–51

protected industrial action 737–42

public interest 747–54

recruitment of replacement workers 737

remuneration during industrial action

754–5, 757

state intervention in disputes 708–13

tactics for breaking strikes 754

trade unions 724–31

unprotected/unofficial industrial action

742–7

licensing schemes 21

lifestyle and privacy 425–8

limited-term contracts 177–8, 183–4,

807–8
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liquidation of companies and redundancies

884–90

Lockwood, G. 590

Low Pay Commission 252, 264

loyalty, duty of 146–8

management within the organisational

hierarchy 133–6

manner of dismissal 850–5

married people as protected characteristic

314–15

maternity leave 315, 364–5

direct discrimination 323

discrimination 374–5

dismissal due to 372–3

dismissal while on 377

pay while on 378–81

as protected characteristic 315

redundancies 377–8

return from 381–2

rights of 375–82

McDonnell, John 453

mediation services 739–40

mental illness caused by wrongful dismissal

784–6

Metcalf, David 262–4

migrant domestic workers 67–72

minimum wages 10, 98

calculation of hourly rates 253–60

controversy around 249–50

enforcement of legislation 260–2

flouting of legislation 262

home working 255–6

impact of 262–4

impact of under-valued labour 250

labour market before 248–9

level of 253

pay, calculation of 257–8

penalties for non-compliance 261

people and sectors applicable to

253

scope of legislation 251–2

setting 252–3

time worked 254–6

and tips 258–60

mobility clauses 874

Moore, S. 570–1

Morecambe Bay cockle-pickers 64–5

multinational enterprises see transnational

corporations

multiple discrimination 337–8

mutual trust and confidence 136–43, 171, 175,

779–86

mutuality of obligation 179–80

mutuality/reciprocity principle 247–8

National Contact Points (NCPs) 77–80

National Minimum Wage, First Report of the

Low Pay Commission (1998) 249

networks 222–3

News International 571–4, 736

Norway, paternity leave in 384

notice of dismissal

implied term of reasonable notice 770–1

remuneration during 773–7

statutory minimum notice period 771–2

wrongful dismissal without notice 773

numerical flexibility 159

Odero, A. 659, 660

on-call time 279–80

Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD) Guidelines for

Multinational Enterprises 76–80

organisation test 192

organisational rules 174

and contracts of employment 119–22

organisational security and the closed shop

479–80

outsourcing 899–902

ownership of businesses 888

parental leave 385–90

part-time workers

annual leave 287

discrimination against 398–405

flexible working 393–8

see also casual workers

paternity leave 383–5

payment for work see minimum wages;

remuneration

peace obligation 128–30

pensions

discrimination in schemes 351–2

occupational 231–2

sex equality 361

Pensions Ombudsman 32–3

performance in good faith 143–5

performance-related contracts of employment

232, 233, 243

personal information, confidentiality of

150
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personal scope of labour law

agency workers 215–22

associated employers 212–14

avoidance of regulation 189

classification of contracts of employment

187–8

definition of employee 186

dependent entrepreneurs 197–200

divisions within employing entity 189

employees, meaning of term 200–1

employment/business relations compared

185–6

employment relationship, use and meaning

of term 201

European countries 224–5

freedom of contract as root problem 224

meaning of concepts defining 189

networks 222–3

personal work contracts 206–10, 211–12

principles and patterns, existence of 210–11

problems caused by 186–9

service companies 214–15

sham contracts 194–6

simplification of 211–12

terms describing rights 188

triangular arrangements 201–2, 212–23

use of term 185–6

variable scope of regulation 200–10

vulnerable workers 223–4

workers, use and meaning of term 202–6

personal work contracts 206–10, 211–12

personality tests 425

Peugeot 78, 79

picketing 691–3, 752–3, 754

place of work and mobility clauses 874

political activities 435–8

positive action 338–41

posted workers 60–3

power relations in the workplace 23, 95–6

precarious employment

Gangmasters (Licensing) Act 2004 65–6, 67

Morecambe Bay cockle-pickers 64–5

non-standard jobs 159–60

pregnancy

direct discrimination 323

discrimination 374–5

dismissal due to 372–3

as protected characteristic 315

redundancies 374–5

privacy

confidential records 420–4

drugs and alcohol testing 424–5

genetic testing 424–5

lifestyle 425–8

personality tests 425

rights to 415–16

surveillance 416–20

privatisation of public authorities 892

probationary periods 802–3, 804

professionals, use and meaning of term 203–4

prohibited discrimination 350–2

Protect, Respect, Remedy Framework 89–90

psychiatric illness caused by wrongful

dismissal 784–6

psychological contract 102–3

public interest and industrial action 747–54

public officials/sector workers, activities of

436

qualifying disclosures 440–1

quality of work 236–7

race

defining 319–20

harassment 342

as protected characteristic 315

and religion overlap 319–20

range of reasonable responses test 824–33

reciprocity/mutuality principle 247–8

redeployment following redundancy 880–4

redundancies

BMW, Cowley 865

business reorganisation 869–73

capital markets 858

collective 597–600

collective agreements 126

consultation 597–600, 609–21, 622–3, 624,

878–9

and contracts of employment 126

corporate rescue of companies 888–90

decentralisation of activity 610–11

degree of control 902–6

establishment, defining 610–11

EU interest in, motivation for 860

fairness of selection 877–80

flexibility clauses in employment contracts

873–4

impact of legislation 861–2

insolvency/bankruptcy 884–90

last in, first out principle 126

legal identity of workers 610

maternity leave 377–8
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redundancies (cont.)

OECD Guidelines for Multinational

Enterprises 77

or unfair dismissal 863

payments 864–6

place of work and mobility clauses 874

policy considerations 858–60

pregnant workers 374–5

‘proposing’ to dismiss 612–14

reasons for 858

redeployment following 880–4

regulation, impact of 860–2

security of employment 859, 868–9

social costs of 859

statutory concept of 864–9

transfers of undertaking 890–906

and unfair dismissal claims 875–80

refusal of employment 449–53

reinstatement after unfair dismissal 839, 840–4

religion

defined 320–1

freedom of 429–33

as protected characteristic 315

and race overlap 319–20

remedies

discrimination 367–9

freedom of association 474–8

unfair dismissal 838–56

working time 305–6, 307–9

wrongful dismissal 767–8

remuneration

arbitrariness in 140–1

during collective action 732–4

complexity of system for 229–30

decline of structured systems 230–1

deductions for incomplete/unsatisfactory

work 233–42

deferred pay 292–4

on dismissal 241–2, 773

dismissal without notice 773

duty to provide work 243–8

employment tribunals 242

equal pay 360–5

garden leave 245–6

good faith 235–6

holiday pay 289–92, 306–7

during industrial action 754–5, 757

insolvency of organisations 885–8

on maternity leave 378–81

‘no work, no pay,’ issues around 232–42

parental leave 388–90

part-time workers 398–9

pay, defining 289–91

performance-related systems 233

during periods of leave 289–92

quality of work 236–7

redundancy payments 864–6

reputation and employability of employees

246

scope of employees’ duties 235–6

statutory protection against deductions

237–42

suspension of employees 245

time off for union activities 577–80

timing of payment 291–2

types of employment relations 232–3

unilateral cuts 162–3

wage flexibility 159

wage/work bargain 126, 229–33

see also minimum wages; pensions

reorganisation of businesses see redundancies

representation, right to 787–9

representatives, workers’

consultation with 614–16, 649–51

protection of 634–6

victimisation of 469–78

workforce agreements 303–4

reputation of employees 246

rest breaks 285

restraint of trade 153–7

restructuring of businesses see redundancies

rights

flexible working, right to request 393–8

maternity leave 375–82

privacy 415–16

of trade union members 511–18

working time 284–5

see also human rights

Rojot, J. 80, 81

Royal Commission on Trade Unions and

Employers’ Associations, (1965–8)

479–80

Ruggie Initiative 89–90

rule-books

organisational 174

and contracts of employment 119–22

and unfair dismissal 825–6

trade union 491

Schultz, Vicki 405–7

scientific management 133–4

secondary action during strikes 693–6
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security of employment 37, 859, 868–9

self-employed

anti-discrimination laws 208–10

conditions of service 215–17

workers, not defined as 203–5

service companies 214, 215

service provision changes 902

sex equality clauses 360–1

sexual orientation 314, 342

comparator problem 328

sham contracts 194–6

Sheridan, Jim 65

shipping industry 82–4

Sibley, T. 51

Simpson, Bob 254, 257–8

social clause in trade agreements 52–5

social costs of redundancies 859

social exclusion 39

social networks 434–5

social security benefits after unfair dismissal

854–5

social security law 98

solidarity action 693–6

sources of workplace conflict 22–4

Spain 544

springboard injunctions 148

staff handbooks 174

and contracts of employment 119–22

staffing levels and contracts of employment

127–8

standards, international 47–52

in trade agreements 54–5

trade incentives to improve 55–6

state intervention in strikes 708–13

statement of written particulars 268

strike(s)

arbitration 710–13

ballots

after, procedures for 684, 690

before, procedures for 674–9

during, procedures for 679–84

notice of results 685–6

as breach of employment contract 664

conciliation 709–10

importance of in collective bargaining 657

labour injunctions 713–24

picketing 691–3

political dimensions of 657–8

reasons for 657

reducing impact of by employers 707–8

right not to 514–18

right to 86–7

common law liability 664–7

Council of Europe 661–3

explanation to employer 677–9

future day of reckoning 704–5

Human Rights Act 1998 696–702

International Labour Organization (ILO)

659–61

international standards 658–63

liability, immunity and Convention rights

702

narrow scope of protected action 669–74

as not fundamental under English law

663–4

perspectives adopted 670

prohibitions and restrictions 690–6

purposes of 669–70

statutory immunity 667–9

trade disputes, narrow scope of 672–4

trade/political disputes 670–2

solidarity action 693–6

state intervention 708–13

summary dismissal, justified 777–9

surveillance 416–20

suspension of employees 245

Sweden, paternity leave in 384

Takeover Code 597

tax evasion 151–3

tax law 98

Taylorism 133–4

temporary workers

conditions of service 215–17

continuity of service, lack of 178

contracts of employment 114–15, 177–8

exclusion from statutory protection 177

fixed-term contracts 177–8

intermittent work for same employer

178–9

legal position of 178–9

mutuality of obligation 179–80

need for 177

transmutation of fixed-term contracts

183–4

umbrella contracts 179–81

see also agency workers

termination see dismissal; unfair dismissal;

wrongful dismissal

terms of employment, disclosure of

109–16

see also contracts of employment
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time-service contracts of employment 232,

233–5, 243

tips 258–60

tort law 98, 190

trade, global

incentives to improve labour standards 55–6

labour standards in agreements 54–5

social clause in trade agreements 52–5

trade unions

100% campaigns 485–8

autonomy of

constitutional conflicts 504–6

constitutional constraints 502–4

defining unions 493–4

disciplinary decisions 530–1

elections 506–11

exclusion/expulsion from unions 518–23

external reviews 534–5

legal status of unions 494–5

legislation as threat to 491–2

listing of unions 494

members’ rights 511–18

objects of trade unions 495–501

paradoxical, regulation as 536

political parties, membership of 521–3

principle of 491

public policy changes towards 535

rule-books 491, 504–6

structure and governance of unions

501–6

supervision of unions 531–5

Bridlington Principles 518

Certification Officer 33, 494, 504, 509,

513–14, 531–3

check-off arrangements 583–4

closed shops 478–83

collective action, right to 86–7

collective agreements 123, 448

OECD Guidelines for Multinational

Enterprises 77

transnational corporations 73

variation of contracts of employment by

166–9

working abroad 62

collective bargaining

effectiveness of 20

right to 85–6

constitutional conflicts 504–6

constitutional constraints 502–4

consultation rights 654–5

contracts of employment 103

defining 493–4

defining unions 493–4

disciplinary decisions 530–1

disciplinary procedures 524–9

elections 506–11

European Works Councils, concerns over

607–9

exclusion/expulsion from 518–23

executive committees 502, 507

external reviews 534–5

fair shares agreements 485–6, 488

freedom of association 54, 448

and freedom of expression 438

function of 492

general/deputy secretaries 502

global 80–4

global framework agreements 74, 85

global union federations (GUFs) 81–2

ICE Regulations, engagement with 637–8

ILO conventions 84–7

information about, right to of members

512–14

injunctions against 724–31

International Trade Union Confederation

(ITUC) 81, 82

Labour Party, financing of by 498–9

last in, first out principle 126

learning representatives 580

legal status of 494–5

liability for collective action 724–31

listing of 494

listing of unions 494

National Contact Points (NCPs) 77

nature of activities 470–2

need to understand role of 7–8

objects of 495–501

objects of trade unions 495–501

political objects 498–501

political parties, membership of 521–3

pre-existing consultation agreements

628–9

presidents 507

representation, right to 787–9

right not to join 478–83

rights to membership 449–53

rule-books 491, 504–6

strike, right not to 514–18

structure and governance 501–6

structure and governance of unions 501–6

supervision of 531–5

threshold figure of 21 560
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time off for union activities 577–80

TUC Disputes Committee 33

use of services and representation 464–8

victimisation of workers’ representatives

469–78

see also collective bargaining; consultation;

strike(s)

Trade Unions and Their Members (green paper)

512–13, 514

Trades Union Congress (TUC) and

government reports to ILO 50

transfers of undertaking 890–906

transnational corporations

codes of conduct 72–3

collective action against, right to 86–7

collective agreements 73

global framework agreements 74–5

OECD Guidelines for Multinational

Enterprises 76–80

responsibilities of, realisation of 72

transnational workers see working abroad

transparency in the labour market, disclosure

of terms of employment 109–16

triangular arrangements 201–2, 207, 212–23

tribunals see employment tribunals

TUC Disputes Committee 33

umbrella contracts 179–81, 199–200

unfair dismissal

ACAS Code of Practice 1 Disciplinary and

Grievance Procedures (2009) 834

agreed terminations 815–18

automatic 820–3

compensation 844–56

compliance and corrective justice 838–40

compromise agreements, f 815–18

constructive dismissal 810–12

continuous service 802–5

contracts of employment 801–2

contributory faults 847–8

drugs and alcohol testing 424

effective date of termination 805–7

employers’ belief in the facts 826–7

fairness test 818–33

frustration of employment contracts

812–15

as harsh but fair 827–8

Human Rights Act 1998 411

illegal instructions 150, 151

just and equitable compensation 850

law, role of 801

law of and contracts 186

liability for collective action 731–7

and lifestyle choices 425–8

limited-term contracts 807–8

manner of dismissal 850–5

maternity leave 377

or redundancies 863

outcomes of claims 838–9

principal reason for 819–20

procedural fairness 833–8

proportionality of punishment 825

qualifying conditions 801–7

qualifying period for 177

range of reasonable responses test 824–33

redundancies 875–80

reinstatement 839, 840–4

remedies 838–56

resignation or dismissal 808–10

rule-books, compliance with 825–6

social security benefits after 854–5

statutory concept of dismissal 807–18

substantial reason for 820

tax evasion, participation in 152–3

three-month limitation period 805

transfers of undertakings 893–7

unilateral variation in terms 163–6

upper limit for compensation 855–6

working abroad 58

see also wrongful dismissal

Unilever 78

unions see trade unions

Unison 521, 524, 527–9

Unite 495–6, 534–5, 552–6

United Nations

International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights 55

International Covenant on Economic, Social

and Cultural Rights 55

United States

collective bargaining 570

fair shares agreements 485–6

global framework agreements 75

labour standards in trade agreements 54–5

performance-related pay 247

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 7

Art. 23 4–5

unofficial industrial action 742–7

unpaid work 206–7

unprotected/unofficial industrial action 742–7

unsatisfactory work, deductions for 233–42

unused leave 294–5
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variable scope of regulation 200–10

variation clauses in employment contracts

171–7

victimisation 343–6, 351, 365, 469–78

Viking Line case 83–4

visas for migrant domestic workers 70

voice at work 41–2

see also consultation

voluntary work 206–7, 251–2

vulnerable workers 38, 223–4

see also casual workers

wage/work bargain 126, 229–33

wages see minimum wages; remuneration

whistleblowing 438–43

Wood, S. 570–1

work, duty to provide

detriment, protection against 373

garden leave 245–6

mutuality/reciprocity principle 247–8

reputation and employability of employees

246

shortage of work 243–5

suspension of employees 245

work/life balance 161

adoption leave 382–3

discrimination 374–5

dismissal due to pregnancy/maternity leave

372–3

emergency leave 390–3

flexible working, right to request 393–8

future vision for 405–7

maternity leave rights 375–82

parental leave 385–90

paternity leave 383–5

workers, use and meaning of term 202–6

workers’ representatives

consultation with 614–16, 649–51

protection of 634–6

victimisation of 469–78

workforce agreements 303–4

working abroad

collective agreements 62

contracts of employment 57–8

foreign elements of cases in UK 60

mandatory provisions of jurisdictions

59–60

Rome I Regulation 57–9

unfair dismissal 58

working time

annual leave 286–9

contracts of employment 268

Council of Europe, Social Charter

273

deferred pay 292–4

domestic/international/EU law, links

between 268–9

earlier legislation 267–8

enforcement of provisions 304–5

entitlements 284–5

EU/ILO conflict 270–1

EU/ILO cooperation 271–3

exclusions from regulations 296, 297–8

exclusions under regulations 295–300

freedom of religion 429

Health and Safety Executive, role of 304–5

ILO conventions regarding 269

informing workers of their rights 306

international standards 269–73

junior doctors 297

limits 281–4

minimum working hours 310

on-call time 279–80

opt-out 309–10

pay, defining 289–91

payment during periods of leave 289–92

penalties 304

Regulations and collective agreements

302–4

remedies 305–6, 307–9

rest breaks 285

rights additional to Directive/Regulations

268

special cases 298–300

statement of written particulars 268

sufficiency of current limits 309–10

timing of payment 291–2

United Kingdom 283–4

unmeasured 297–8

unused leave 294–5

workers, definition of 278–9

Working Time Directive

approval of 273–4

and collective agreements 300–2

legality of 274–5

revision of 309

scope of 277–8

workers, lack of definition of 278

working time defined 279–80

workplace conflict, sources of 22–4

works rules and contracts of employment

119–22
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World Trade Organization, social clause in

trade agreements 52–3

wrongful dismissal

breach of duty to give notice 770–9

common law 765–70

contracts of employment 793–6

contractual disciplinary procedures

789–93

damages 773, 795–6

disciplinary procedures 786–93

disciplinary rules 793–6

economic loss 782–4

fringe benefits, compensation for 774–7

implied term of mutual trust and confidence

779–86

injunctions against 796–9

justified summary dismissal 777–9

psychiatric illness caused by 784–6

public sector 769–70

remedies 767–8

right to protection against 761–5

statutory minimum notice period 771–2

statutory rules 768–70

without notice 773
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